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Kleitman and Rothschild (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 205 (1975), 205-220) gave an 
asymptotic formula for the number of partial orders with ground-set In]. We give 
a shorter proof of their result and extend it to count the number of pairs (P, -<), 
where P is a partial order on [hi and -< is a linear extension of P. This gives 
us an asymptotic formula for (a) the average number of linear extensions of an 
n-element partial order and (b) the number of suborders of an n-element linear 
order. © 1996 Academic Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
For  a natural  number  k, define a k-layer partial order to be a part ia l  
order whose ground set X is part i t ioned into k ant ichains Xl .... , X~, with 
every element of Xi below every element of X i+j ,  for i=  1 ..... k -2  and 
j>_-2, and no element of  X; above an element of X ;+I ,  for i=  1 ..... k -1 .  
Thus a l - layer  part ia l  order is an antichain, and a 2-layer part ia l  order is 
a "bipart i te order." 
In 1975, K le i tman and Rothschi ld [6 ]  proved that, as n-- ,  co, the 
propoxt ion of part ia l  orders on a labeled n-point  set that are 3-layer part ia l  
orders tends to 1- -we say that almost all n-element part ia l  orders are 
3-layer part ia l  orders. Furthermore,  they showed that a lmost  all 3-layer 
n-element part ia l  orders have about  n/2 elements in the m~ddle layer X2 
and about  n/4 elements in each of the outer two layers. 
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One purpose of this paper is to present a proof of the Kleitman- 
Rothschild Theorem that is considerably simpler, though similar in spirit. 
Of course, the Kleitman-Rothschild Theorem gives an estimate for the 
number N, of partial orders with ground set n. For convenience, we state 
a sharp form of this estimate here; a proof will follow later. See also [ 3 ]. 
THEOREM 1. For some absolute constant C> 1, 
. . . .  , 
$~0 
We can estimate this sum fairly closely. Set 
~bl= ~ 2-u+1/-')"=2.1289312...; ~b2= ~, 2-J"=2.1289368 .... 
j=  -oo j=  -oo 
These constants, which also occur when estimating the number of 
bipartite graphs on n vertices, are strikingly similar, yet not equal. As was 
pointed to us by Jim Fill, this phenomenon can be explained by reference 
to identities from the theory of theta functions. The following two identities 
are particular cases of ones to be found in, for instance, Feller [5 ], as 
(5.12) and (5.10) in Chapter XIX respectively. 
~b 2= 2-"-'= rt 1+2 exp ~n 2 . 
n= - -00  n=l  
. . . . .  -X/ i -n--~[l+2 ~ ( -1 ) "exp  1-i~-~n 2 . 
,~l= 1 
The sums on the right above converge even more rapidly than the 
originals. It is evident hat ~2 is larger than ~,  and that the difference can 
be written as a series whose first term is 
4 l~2exp(~@22)~5.58x10 -6, 
and whose second term is about 2 x 10 -55. 
Returning to our estimate for N,, we have that, if n is even, 
( n ) 2 ( . + , i ( . _ . ) = 2 ( . + , e . / 4  n ~ 2_o.+,,2 ;. (n/2), 2 
• =o ks /  n12 x= -.12 (nl 2 +J)! (nl2--J)! 
=( l  + O(lln))ck,2<.+,)._14 ( n "~ 
\ n/2 J " 
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Similarly if n is odd we have 
N.=(l +O(1/n))q~.2°'+l)"/4( n ) 
- (n - -  1 ) /2  " 
Our second purpose is to estimate the average A,,, over all n-element 
partial orders P, of the number of linear extensions of P. A linear extension 
of P is a linear order <; on the same ground set as P such that x ~( y when- 
ever x < y in P. 
Brightwell [2] showed that almost all 3-layer partial orders with layers 
X,, X2, X3 have 
(1 + o(1)) r/-" IX, l! 11"21! 11"31! 
linear extensions, where 
rl= ~. p(m) 2-'= f i  22_i=3.4627466..  
m=0 i=1 1 "" 
Here p(m) denotes the number of partitions of the integer m, so ~/ is an 
evaluation of the generating function of the partition function. 
The idea behind this is that a linear extension of a typical 3-layer partial 
order consists of linear orderings of the three antichains separately, 
together with a small amount of overlap at the margins, where some 
elements of X, may come above (incomparable) elements of )(2, and 
similarly some elements of X2 may come above elements of X3. There are 
p(m) ways that the lower boundary can be arranged so that there are m 
pairs (x, y) e XI x X2 with x above y; and the proportion of 3-layer partial 
orders for which this is a possible linear extension is 2 - ' ,  since each of 
these m pairs must be incomparable. Thus we obtain a factor of r/at each 
boundary. 
It follows from this result that almost all n-element partial orders have 
on the order of (n/2)! (n/4)! 2 linear extensions. However, it was noted in 
[2], and further explained in [3], that the average number A, of linear 
extensions i at least C x/~ times as large as this. Here, we show that this 
is the correct order of magnitude, and obtain an asymptotic formula 
for A.. 
We think this is an interesting problem in its own righL but perhaps 
another way of viewing it may be more attractive. Consider the set ~. of 
pairs (P, ~),  where P is a partial order with ground-set [n] = {1 .... , n} 
and -< is a linear extension of P. Counted one way, [~.[ equals the number 
of n-element partial orders times the average number of linear extensions. 
Counted the other, it is n! (the number of linear orders on In])  times the 
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number of suborders of an n-element linear order. Thus .our problem is 
equivalent o obtaining an asymptotic formula for this last quantity. 
Suborders having the standard order of [n] as a linear extension are 
called natural orders by Avann [ 1 ]. As noted in [ 1 ], the set of all natural 
orders on [n] is a lattice (4 ,  ~(), with P~(Q i f x<y in P implies x<y 
in Q (Q is an extension of P). Here the meet of two partial orders is their 
intersection--x < y in P ^ Q if x < y in both P and Q--and the join is the 
transitive closure of their union--x < y in P v Q if there is an increasing 
sequence X=XI ' ' ' xk=y such that x i<x i+ l  in either P or Q, for all i. 
We thus provide an estimate for 141, and much more information about 
the large parts of 4 can be read out of the proof. Some calculations of the 
exact value of 141 for small values of n are carried out by Avann [ 1 ]. The 
asymptotic formulae we obtain indicate that the patterns he observes for 
small values of n break down fairly rapidly. However, Ern6 [4] obtains 
some nice recurrence relations, similar to those observed in [ 1 ], when 
attention is restricted to those elements of 4 with fewer than n incom- 
parable pairs. 
It tums out to be most convenient o prove our main result in the 
following form. 
THEOREM 2. There is an absolute constant C > 1 such that 
1 9 J'2r/-¢gn !n2n2/4(1 + O(C-")) = 12.7636300.--n!n2 "2/4 
I~',1 = 12-v  ~_q ~ln. n2"2/4(1 + O(C-" ) )  12.7635965 n! n2 n2/4 
We then obtain the answers to our problems as corollaries. 
n even 
n odd. 
COROLLARY 3. 
1~2~2 n 2 -n/2 
A.=~ ~ 5041445 """ (2 ) '2  n2-°/2 neven 
! ! n2-°/2(1 + O(1/n)) 
~, -~ 5.041419--. (~-~) '  (~---~) ' n2 -°/2 nodd. 
COROLLARY 4. There is an absolute constant C > 1 such that 
= ,~½r/2~b2n2"i/4(1 + O(C-" ) )  ~_ 12.7636300... n2 °2/4 n even 
[5~[ ~½~/2~b~n2"/4(1 + O(C-° ) )  12.7635965- n2 °2/4 n odd. 
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2. THE PROOFS 
The proof of Theorem 2 splits into two parts. Let -~n be the subset of ~, 
consisting of those elements (P, -<) where the covering graph of P is a 
bipartite graph such that every three elements in the same part have a 
common neighbour. We first estimate I.%,1 fairly precisely. Then we show 
that the number of elements of ~',\.%, is comparatively very small. In fact, 
the first part of the proof is a refinement of the method used by the first 
author in [ 2 ] and [ 3 ]; while the second part is a variant on a short proof 
by the second and third author that almost every triangle-free graph is 
bipartite, cf. [8].  At the end, we indicate how to alter our proof to obtain 
Theorem 1, the sharp form of the Kleitman-Rothschild Theorem. 
We start with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose G is a bipartite graph with bipartition (X1, X2) , such 
that every three vertices of Xi have a common neighbour (i = 1, 2). Then all 
partial orders with covering graph G are k-layered, with 2 <~ k <~ 4. Further- 
more, if a 4-layer partial order has covering graph G, then there are no edges 
of G between the outermost wo layers. 
Proof Let P be a partial order with covering raph G, and consider the 
restriction Pixy. This has height at most 2, since if there is a 3-element 
chain a < b < e in P I x~, and x is an element of )(2 adjacent o all of a, b, 
c, then not all the edges xa, xb, xe can be covering edges in P. 
If P Ix, has height 1, then we are easily done, since every element of 9(2 
is either above or below the antichain XI in P, but not both, and every pair 
(x, y), with x below the antichain and y above it, has a common neighbour 
in the antichain. We may then suppose that P]x, has height exactly 2, and 
similarly that P lx,. has height exactly 2. 
Take any pair a, b e XI with a < b in P. Let c be any other element of X~, 
and take x s J~½ adjacent o all of a, b, c. Clearly we must have a < x < b, 
so either a < x < c or c < x < b. So Xl can be partitioned as A u B, where 
A = { c ~ X~: c < b} and B = { c ~ X~: a < c}. A similar argument shows that 
every element of A is below every element of B in P. By symmetry, P Ix2 
also has the structure of a complete bipartite partial order, with classos 
(U, V) say. 
Let Y= { y ~ X2: x < y < z for some x ~ A, z E B}. As G is the covering 
graph of P, Y is a non-empty antichain in P lx2, so a subset of one of the 
two classes, say U, of P Ix2- The opposite antichain V is either above or 
below U; without loss of generality it is above. Then A, U, B, V constitutes 
a 4-layering of P. The final assertion of the theorem is immediate. I 
To count .~,, the most obvious approach would be to count 2-, 3- and 
4-layer partial orders separately. To count 3-layer partial orders, for 
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instance, one could sum, over all choices of the sizes hi, n2, n3 of the three 
layers, of the number of pairs (P, <)  respecting these layers. One soon dis- 
covers that this sum is dominated by the terms with nz very close to n/2, 
and that the size of the terms does not depend significantly on the relative 
sizes of n~ and n 3. One can then estimate the significant terms very 
precisely, except hat there are "edge effects" in the cases where nt or n 3 is 
very small. For instance, if we want to put the top element of the middle 
layer above k > n 3 elements of the top layer, then this corresponds to no 
partial order. However, it turns out that these "missing" partial orders 
correspond to the relatively small number of 4-layer partial orders in our 
class. We can think of a 3-layer partial order as arising by choosing "over- 
laps" between the second layer (one of the two classes of the underlying 
bipartite graph) and each of the two layers neighbouring it, and choosing 
also a place to break the other class into two layers. In the (rare, but not 
too rare) case when the "break-point" falls into one of the "overlaps," we 
naturally obtain a 4-layer partial order instead. This interpretation 
motivates the proof we now give, and enables us to obtain an exponentially 
small error term in Theorem 2. 
We count the elements of .~, by constructing them as follows (cf. the 
example in Fig. 1). 
(1) Choose a partition of the ground-set [ n ] into two parts X and Y. 
(2) Choose linear orders on X and Y. Say X is ordered as 
x~ <x2-< ... <xs  and Y as y~ ~( ..- <yt ,  where t=n-s .  
(3) Choose a pair m, r of natural numbers, and partitions of m and 
r, say m=m~+ . . .  +mk and r=r~ + . . .  +r t ,  where the (m;) and (r;) are 
decreasing sequonces of positive integers, such that m ~ + l ~< t and r~ + k ~< s. 
X3 
X2 
X! 
X6 
X5 
I/4 
X4 
C 
C ×X 
C 
C 
X4 X5 
Xl 
FIG. 1. Construction of the elements in .q~. 
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(4) Form a cyclic order on [n] by starting with the order 
x~x2 . . . xsy~ . . .y ,x l ,  then moving xi below the top m i elements of Y, for 
i = 1 ..... k, and moving Yi below the top r i elements of X, for i = 1 ..... /. 
Thus we reverse the cyclic order of m + r pairs of elements; call these 
reversed pairs. 
(5) Consider the bipartite graph on [n] whose edges are the 
unreversed pairs (x, y) with x e X, y e Y, and choose a spanning subgraph 
G of this graph such that every three elements in the same part have a 
common neighbour. 
(6) Choose any element z of [n], and make the cyclic order of (4) 
into a linear order -< by starting at z. Then take the partial order P with 
covering graph G and linear extension -<. 
Note that the conditions m l + l ~< t and r l + k ~< s ensure that X and Y 
remain in the same cyclic order in step (4). The layers of the partial 
order are obtained by splitting each part into the set of elements above 
(or equal to) z and the set below z in the cyclic order starting at Xl, 
respectively y 1. 
We first need to check that G is indeed the covering graph of a partial 
order P with linear extension <~. Suppose then that a l-<a2-< -.. "<a2j, 
wherej>~ 2 and all the edges a~a2, ..., a2j_ lazj  and ala2j are in G. Then all 
these adjacent pairs are unreversed, so appear in cyclic order a~a2. . .a2 ja  1 
in the original cyclic order x l . . . xsyt . . . y tx l ,  which is not possible. 
Now we observe that every k-layered partial order, for k = 2, 3, 4, with 
a bipartite covering graph such that every three elements in the same part 
have a common neighbour, arises in this way with each of its linear exten- 
sions. Indeed, a linear extension of a k-layered partial order can be viewed 
as a set of k linear orderings of the layers, together with a prescription of 
which (unrelated) pairs in consecutive layers are reversed in the linear 
extension. If there are four layers, recall from Lemma 5 that there are no 
edges of the covering graph between pairs of vertices in the outer two 
layers, and we declare these pairs to be also reversed. Given this structure, 
we choose X to be the third and first layers, in order, with the third layer 
before the first, and Y to be the fourth and second layers, in order. Steps 
(3) and (4) are carried out so as to form the required set of reversed pairs. 
Finally, G is chosen as the covering graph of P and z as the lowest element 
of ~( (cf. Fig. 1). 
Now we estimate the number of pairs (P, -<) constructed, that is the size 
of .~,. For the moment, we overcount by ignoring the conditions m I + l~< t
and rl + k ~< s and the restriction that every three elements in the same part 
of G should have a common neighbour: we shall then check that these con- 
ditions are "almost always" satisfied. For a non-negative integer m, let p(m)  
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denote the number of partitions of m. The number of possible constructions 
is then at most 
=-0 
‘I ’ n s! (n-s)! f f, p(m)p(r)2”(“-“‘-“-‘n 
.42 s In=0 r=O 
1 =-n! n 
2 ( 
2 p(m) 2-n’ 
IT?=0 > 
yo2dl’-s~ 
2 
= !L n ! n pV4 
2 
j=$” 2 --j+ 
III- jl even 
This last sum is at most dz, if n is even, or $ r, if n is odd. So we have 
To obtain a matching lower bound for [J?,,,1, we need to investigate the 
convergence of the sums defining 17 and bi. Rather crudely, we note that 
p(m) < 2”P for m sufficiently large, so 
f p(m)2-“2~-0(2-M/2). 
#It=0 
For the di, we have: 
ll/2+M 2M 
1 2s(“-s’=2”‘t4 c 2-‘2t4=2n2/4(~_o(2-M2))~i, 
s=n/Z-M j= -2M 
iJ.-nl even 
where i = 1 or 2 according as n is odd or even. 
Now consider the number of constructions where n/3 <s< 2n/3, 
m, r < n/12, and G is such that every three elements of the same part have 
a common neighbour. Note that the conditions on s, m, r imply that 
m, + I < m + r < n/6 < t and similarly r r + k 6 s. What is more, these condi- 
tions imply that there are at least n/6 elements of both X and Y involved 
in no reversed pairs. Hence, at step (4), the proportion of possible graphs 
G having three elements in the same part with no common neighbour is at 
most 
(;)(gy$) 
for sufficiently large n. 
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Therefore 
I~l n/12 n/12 
2n]3 1 s ! (n - - s ) !  ~. ~, p (m)p( r )2St" -s ) - ' - r (1 - - (49 /50)" )n  I&l>. Z s=n/3 m=0 r=0 
= rl2Cki n! n2n2/4( 1 -- 0(2 -"2/36) -- 0(2 --n/24) __ O((49/50)")), 
2 
where i = 2 or I, according as n is even or odd. 
We conclude that 
I&l = n! n2"2/4(1 + 0((49/50)")). 
We now move on to the second phase of the proof of Theorem 2, 
showing that the fraction of ~, outside .~, is small, indeed exponentially 
small. For this, we use the following lemma, which is implicit in the paper 
of Kleitman and Rothschild [6], but first appears explicitly, in a slightly 
different setting, in Pr6mel and Steger [7 ]. Here and in the following log 
denotes the binary logarithm. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose 8,, ~,,, and dl~, ) (i = 1 ..... k, n ~ N) are sets, o:, fl and 
y are positive constants, and xi(n) (i = 1, ..., k) are functions taking values in 
the positive integers, with x i (n )= o(n). Suppose also that the following hold, 
for  all sufficiently large n. 
(1) g,, _~ ,_~. 
(2) = O,= i - -  - "  n • 
(3) log( lW~.') l / l~._, . ,~.) l )<~(=-f l )nx,(n). for  i=  l ..... k. 
(4) log(Ig._, I/]g. I) ~< - ~ + y. 
Then le,,I = Io%1 (1 - 0(2-a"/4)). 
We shall apply Lemma 6 with ~ = ~, and go = &. By our previous 
estimates, we have 
n 
log(l-~n-i Ill&l) = -~-  log n + O(1), 
so we may take ~ = 1/2. We also take fl = 1/4000. The sets act, ') are defined 
by certain properties of the covering graph of the partial order. To state 
them precisely we need some notation. Given a partial order P and a set 
S of elements, let F(S)  denote the set of all neighbours of S in the covering 
graph of P. As usual we abbreviate F({v}) by F(v). Now let 
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~¢(,~) denote the set of those elements (P, 2) of ~,, for which P con- 
tains an element v such that IF(v)I ,< log n, 
~¢I, 2) denote the set of those elements (e, 2) of ~,,\J~,t) for which P 
contains an element v and a set Sc_F(v) of size Flogn-1 such that 
1 I['(s)l < (~_- ~-~) n, 
~¢(3) denote the set of those elements of (P, 2) in ~,,\[o¢¢I, ~)w.~c(-~q 
such that the covering graph of P contains an edge {x, y} and sets 
Sx~_F(x) and S:,c_F(y) of size IS,.l=lS~,l=Flognq such that 
IF(S,.) n F(Sy)I i> j~6n, and let 
od~, a; denote the set of those elements (P, 2) in ~,, for which the 
covering graph of P is a connected bipartite graph such that both classes 
have size at least (½-~o-o!ff6)n a d for which there exist three vertices 
{x,y,z} contained in the same class which don't have a common 
neighbour. 
It is not difficult to show that these sets have the required properties. 
LEMMA 7. 
,~(4) 
Proof Let (P, 2) be an arbitrary but fixed element in 
(ll u (2} (31 ~. \ [~, ,  d .  w ~/,, ] and let G denote the covering graph of P. By the 
definition of ~/~,~) it suffices to show that G is a connected bipartite graph 
in which both classes have size at least ~ ( - r~)n. 
Fix for every element v a set So c_ F(v) of size I-log nq and let R. = ['(So). 
Observe that by the definition of the set ~¢~,,~) such sets Sv exist and that 
by the definition of __..~¢~2) the sets R. satisfy [R. I >1 (½- J0--~) n. Furthermore, 
by the definition of the set _~¢(3) _, , we have lRxnRyl<~-~n for all edges 
{x, y} of G. One easily checks that this implies that G can neither contain 
a C 5 nor a C7 or C9. Indeed, if Vl'..VzI+I is a cycle of length 2l+ 1 ( l= 2, 
3 or 4), and x is a vertex in l+j of the sets R,,, then x is in at least j of 
the sets R~,c~R~,+~, interpreting subscripts cyclically. This implies that 
~ [Ro, [ is at most In + (21 + I ) t-~0 n < (2I + 1 )(½ - io--~) n, a contradiction. 
Choose now an arbitrary edge {x, y} of G. As G contains no C5 we 
conclude that Rx and Ry are  stable sets and that R.,.n Ry=~.  Let 
T=[n]k(SxuSyu Rxu Ry) and 
T:,={veTIRonR~#~} and Ty={veTIR~r~Ry#~}. 
Observe that certainly T x u Ty = T and that, as G contains no C 7 or C9, 
we also know that R,~ w Tx and Ry u Ty are stable and Tx c~ Ty---j~. At 
this point a proper two coloring of G is easily defined. I 
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We now bound the cardinalities of the sets d~, ') in terms of those of 
~,_.,.,, for appropriate xi e N. This is done by first choosing an appropriate 
subset of [n] - - in  case of ~¢cl), for example, the element v---a partial order 
together with a linear extension on the remaining elements, and then con- 
necting the elements of the special set with the remaining elements. For 
every element of the special set there are at most n ways to insert it in the 
given linear order on the remaining elements. Observe that once these 
elements are inserted the "direction" of an edge in the covering graph is 
uniquely determined. 
LEMMA 8. For all sufficiently large n 
log( Ida.' ~ I/l~. - i  l) ~< 2(log n) 2. 
Proof Construct all pairs in dr,, ~) as follows. First choose the vertex v, 
and a partial order on [n]\{v} together with a linear extension of it (in at 
most n. I~,,_iI ways). Then insert v in the linear order (in n ways)and 
choose the set/'(v). As there are at most 
'°~n (n -1 )  <~ n,Og, 
/=ok i 
ways to do this, the desired bound follows immediately. | 
LEMMA 9. For all sufficiently large n 
log( I~ .  2) I/l~,,_ rlog.q [) ~< (½ - 20-~) n [-log nq. 
Proof Construct all elements in ~2~ as follows. First choose the set S 
and a pair (P,-<) where P is a partial order on [n]\S (in at most 
(Clog ,7)" 1~,-Clog,q[ ways). Then insert the elements of S in the linear order 
(less than n Fl°g"q ways), choose the set R = F(S) (less than 2" ways) and 
connect S to the set R (at most  21s11R1~2 [7°gnq'tl/z-1/l°°°)n ways). 
Together this gives 
• log([~¢¢2) [/[~,_clog,ql) ~< 2 [-log n7 ~ + n + (½ -- n~oo) n I-log n7 
(_s - 2~66) n [-log nT, 
for n sufficiently large. | 
LEMMA 10. For all sufficiently large n 
log(ldC3) I/ l~._ 2 l) ~< (i - _ , -~)  n. 
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Proof Construct all elements in sO(, 3) as follows..First choose the 
two elements x and y, a pair (P, ~() on [n]k{x, y}, insert x and y in the 
linear order -<, and choose appropriate sets Sx, Sy (in less than 
n 2" I~,,-,_1 • n-'. n 2r '°g'n ways). Let for conciseness of notation Rx = F(Sx) 
and Ry = F(S~) and observe that Rx and Ry are  determined by the choice 
of Sx and Sy. Finally, connect x and y to [n] \{x,  y}. As the covering 
graph of a partial order can't contain a triangle, no vertex in R.,. (Ry) may 
be connected to x (y) and no vertex in [n]k(R,.w Ry) may be connected 
to both x and y. So there are at most 
21Rx\Rj, I + IRyNR~I . 3"- IR.,~ a,.I 
~ 2(7/4)n--(3/4)(IR,,l + IRrl)--(I/4) IR.,:,", R~,I ~ 2n--(I/lOOO)n 
ways to connect x and y to [n]k{x, y} (recall that by definition of s~'l 2) 
we have I Rx 1, I Ry [/> (½ - ~)  n and that by assumption I R ~. c~ R~ [ >/~oo n). 
Together this gives 
log( ~3) 1~¢,, l/ltd,_2 l) ~< 4 log n + 2 i-log n-12 + n_  T~oon ~< (1 l -- 2-o-~) n, 
for n sufficiently large. | 
LEMMA I 1. For all sufficiently large n 
, ~ , (4 )  logt s~,, I/1~,,_31)~<(½- ,-~o).3n. 
Proof Construct all elements in dr, 4) as follows. First choose the three 
elements x, y and z, and a partial order P together with a linear extension 
on I-n]k{x, y, z} such that the covering graph G of P is an appropriate 
bipartite graph and insert x, y and z in the linear order (less than 
n 3. l~,_3l, n a ways). Then connect x, y, and z to the covering graph G by 
first choosing the class which contains them and then connecting them to 
the vertices in the other class, no vertex of the other class being connected 
to all three (less than 2.7 (m÷ l/~o0o)n ways). Together this gives 
log( Id~ 4) I/1~,,-3 I) ~< 6 log n + 1 + log 7. (½ + ~0-!ff6) n ~< (½ - ~o-~) • 3n, 
for n sufficiently large, l 
These lemmas together with Lemma 6 complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is identical in spirit, but rather simpler, since the 
counting argument of the first part can be almost completely avoided. 
More precisely, we again apply Lemma 6, this time with 4,  the set of all 
partial orders with ground set [ n ], and ~'n the set of all 2-, 3- and 4-layer 
partial orders on [n]. The sets all. n) are the exact analogues of the sets used 
in the proof of Theorem 2. As, trivially, I¢~1 >- - I¢~-11 .2 , , -w- '  we may 
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again take 0c= 1/2. Also, with the help of Lemma 5, the analogue of 
Lemma 7 goes through. Similarly, Lemmas 8 to 11 can be repeated practi- 
cally unchanged. One point to note is that, having chosen the partial 
order induced on a set Y of n - x i elements, and the edges of the covering 
graph from Y to an inserted vertex v, there are at most two possibilities to 
orient the edges: the set of neighbours in Y must either form a complete 
bipartite order--then the element goes between the two parts--or an 
antichain--then the element may go above or below it. 
Finally, to obtain the claimed cardinality of Theorem 1 (and 
simultaneously the structural result mentioned before Theorem 1 ) it suffices 
to count 2-, 3-, and 4-layer partial orders. We construct partial orders on 
[hi  with 3 or 2 layers by (1) choosing which elements go into the second 
level, (2) for each of the other elements, choosing whether it belongs to the 
first or third level (ensuring that not all elements are in the third level), 
(3) choosing a bipartite graph with one part equal to the second level. The 
number of such constructions i  equal to 
s~ I . r=O 
All 4-layer partial orders are obtained by (1) choosing the elements in 
even-numbered layers, (2) choosing a non-empty set to go into the first and 
fourth layers, and (3) choosing a bipartite graph with no edges between the 
first and fourth layers. The number of 4-layer partial orders is thus at most 
E • 
s~2 k~l  1~1 
This sum is easily seen to be much smaller than the corresponding sum for 
3-layer partial orders. 
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